Pathways of cluster growth and kinetic slowing down in a model of short-range attractive colloids.
We present the results of an extensive 3D Brownian dynamics simulation of the self-assembly of colloidal particles for a short-range attractive model that is quenched below its metastable critical point. In particular, results are obtained in the small-volume-fraction, low-temperature region in which we find so-called sticky beads that diffuse around the system, without reaching a final large cluster on the timescale of our simulation. For larger volume fractions in this low-temperature regime, a gel forms as the result of kinetically slowed down spinodal decomposition, as shown earlier for other short-range attractive models (Foffi, G.; De Michele, C.; Sciortino, F.; Tartaglia, P. Phys. Rev. Lett. 2005, 94, 078301. Zaccarelli, E. J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 2007, 19, 323101). We also show that for quenches below the critical point but above the intersection of the binodal with the glass line, two-step crystallization takes place. For sufficiently small volume fractions, the first step is the nucleation of dense fluid drops, followed by the second step of crystallization within these drops, as first proposed for a model of protein crystallization for quenches just above the metastable critical point (ten Wolde, P. R.; Frenkel, D. Science 1997, 277, 1975). For larger values of the volume fraction, the initial step is spinodal decomposition that leads to the formation of an interconnected network of low- and high-density fluids. The second step is crystallization that takes place within the dense fluid phase.